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Project Name: Boosting Individual Competences (BIC) 
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Name of 
Resource 

European ProfilPass  

Language(s)  German – here resume in English -  ProfilPass is available in different 
languages (see: http://www.profilpass.de/download) 

Suggested Level  From A2 

Suggested 
Objectives 

- To present the use and development of ProfilPass in work and private 

life 

- To recognize and enhance the talents, skills and abilities of participants 
- To contribute to the conscious integration of women in the labor field 
- To support integration of migrants  

Procedure Activity 1: 

Presentation of the ProfilPass 

 

With the help of the projector, each participant was reading descriptions about 

the concept, themes, development and importance of ProfilPass. The moderator 

explained specific concepts. 

 

Activity 2: 

Using ProfilPass in Language Classes 

 

In groups the teachers analyzed the ProfilPass in a general way and developed 

activities that could be included in the themes of the VHS language courses. 

In the plenary they presented their ideas with the help of a corkboard. The 

suggestions were conceptual and objective. 

 

Activity 3: 

Profilpass Development 

 

Participants: Carola and Milagros 

Conciliators: Carina and Marianne 

Themes: Three of the nine fields were developed with both participants: 

Hobbys and interests, Voluntary work in the social, political and religious area 

and Others. 

Procedure: Name, describe, summarize, evaluate 

Carola did not have much trouble starting to list her hobbies, to recognize her 
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tastes,  to talk about her past was for her a pleasure. Milagros needed more time 

to sort out her ideas, at the end there was a long list. We could only get to 

complete the subject of hobbies. The time was missing. 

The procedure did not give more work, talking about what one has experienced 

and has done was a fantastic experience since the participants were aware of 

having many talents and having experienced things that have formed them and 

have allowed a lot of transmission to their family, friends , students. 

The exchange with the conciliators was in a very pleasant atmosphere. 

Participants felt good to be listened to and were able to show that they can do 

many things. They were aware of their talents, skills and qualities that others 

may not have and that made them feel unique and special. 

 

The global discussion and feedback was the end of our participation. The 

resonance was very positive. 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 


